CODE OF ETHICS & BEHAVIOR FOR PAL SOCCER LEAGUE COACHES

The position of coach or leader of any youth group is a very important and serious responsibility. All the children look up to the coach and respect his/her position. His/her behavior is constantly under observation by them and they will strive to imitate his/her actions. The coach’s opinion and behavior during the game will carry more weight than anyone else, even parents.

The following CODE OF ETHICS AND BEHAVIOR is offered here to exemplify the ideal PAL coach.

I WILL:

Know the laws of the game and teach them to your players. Read the rulebook and attend a coaching clinic to enhance your knowledge of the game.

Abide by the laws of the game and the PAL rules. Set the example for your players that no one is exempt from the laws of the game.

Ensure that each practice and game is safe, fair and fun. Your players should always come first!

Treat the referee with respect, no matter what the call. Referees receive 10 hours of initial training (new referees) or up to four hours of recertification training (annually for returning referees) and must pass a 100-question test before they can be qualified. Allow for the fact that they are human and will make mistakes, just as you do.

Exhibit exemplary conduct at both practices and games. Team discipline reflects the coach’s attitude 100%.

Coach clean, skillful, honest and sportsmanlike soccer. Stress playing hard to win over winning itself. Teach fair play and the “Golden Rule” (“Do unto other as you would have them do unto you.”) and apply it to all games and practices.

Set an example of good sportsmanship. Require all players and parents to behave in the same manner. The coach is responsible for conduct of the players and parents when they are together as a team.

Maintain a climate of enjoyment. Discourage negative remarks and/or harassment of players, referees and other spectators among players and spectators.

Work at team morale. Morale is as important as soccer skills and tactics, be a “fun leader.”

Maximize praise and minimize criticisms. Make corrections slowly and calmly in a manner tailored to the individual. Start with a positive and end with a positive. Sandwich the correction in the middle.
Refrain from profanity or vulgar language. Remember that you are helping to mold the character of your players.

Coach talented and non-talented players with equal vigor. Allow players more than their required-minimum playing time.

Minimize coaching from the sidelines during games. Screaming during the game accomplishes nothing. Instead, call the player to you and give instruction or wait until the next substitution time and sub the player out for instructions and then put the player back into the game. Also, only one person at a time is authorized to convey tactical instructions from the technical area.

Preplan all practice sessions in detail. Make them interesting, fast-paced and involve all team members as much as possible (minimize standing in lines).

Welcome feedback. No one is perfect! Don’t be afraid to change. Accept new ideas from players and parents alike concerning potential problems and ways to improve.

Refrain from using drug, alcohol and tobacco products at all youth soccer events. Encourage the player’s parents to refrain as well. Do not permit players to participate if they refuse to refrain.

I hereby pledge to follow this Coach’s Code of Ethics and Behavior.
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